Dear friend,

This is our introductory paragraph to tell you about these books that are presently available for a special discount of 25%, for a limited time only.

Please note: you must click on the links below in order to receive these special prices.

History of the Reformation of the 16th Century 2 Vol set
by J H Merle d'Aubign'e

While watching Dwight Nelson on a DVD that was sent to me, concerning Ellen White as a plagiarist he (Dwight Nelson) mentioned that the books she (Mrs. White) had quoted from were: 1) History of the Reformation of the 16th Century and 2) The History of the Reformation in the time of Calvin. We at Hartland Publications are the publisher of both of these book sets. For a short time only we will discount these two books at 25% off the retail price.

Please note: you must click on the links below in order to receive these special prices.
While watching Dwight Nelson on a DVD that was sent to me, concerning Ellen White as a plagiarist he (Dwight Nelson) mentioned that the books she (Mrs. White) had quoted from were: 1) History of the Reformation of the 16th Century and 2) The History of the Reformation in the time of Calvin. We at Hartland Publications are the publisher of both of these book sets. For a short time only we will discount these two books at 25% off the retail price. Please note: you must click on the links below in order to receive these special prices.

**History of the Reformation in the Time of Calvin**
by J H Merle d'Aubign'e

HRTC1
Price: $97.46  
(Reg. $129.95)

**Heros of the Reformation**
by Gideon D. & Hilda B. Hagstotz

HORE3
Price: $11.21  
(Reg. $14.95)

Click here for additional products from Hartland Publications at special discount prices.

Call today! 540-672-3566 or 800-774-3566

Or go directly to our website: www.hartlandbooks.com
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If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: 
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